
DIVISIONS COMPETING FIRST 
 

The DIVISIONS in the Table below will compete FIRST on Saturday morning 
The divisions in the Table below must report IMMEDIATELY to the assigned ring(s) after opening ceremony. 

DIVISION DESCRIPTION RING 

K45, S45 
K47, S47 

46-59 male, black belt, kata and kumite 
60+ male, black belt, kata and kumite 

RING 1 

K44, S44 
K46, S47 

46-59 female, black belt, kata and kumite 
60+ female, black belt, kata and kumite 

RING 2 

K2 18-34 male, black belt, kata RINGS 3 & 4 

K1, S1 18-34 female, black belt, kata and kumite RING 5 

W1 
W2 

9 & under male & female, advanced, kobudo 
10-12 male & female, advanced, kobudo 

RING 6 

W3 
W4 

13-14 female, advanced, kobudo 
13-14 male, advanced, kobudo 

RING 7 

W5 
W6 

15-17 female, advanced, kobudo 
15-17 male, advanced, kobudo 

RING 8 

9 YEARS OLD & UNDER CHILDREN'S DIVISIONS 

KK, SS, and 9 Years Old & under Kata & Kumite will be called next as rings become available.  
We estimate these divisions will be called between 10:00 - 11:30 a.m. but CANNOT guarantee this.   

They may be called earlier or later.  Stay updated on Twitter @OzawaRoster 
 

35-45 MEN'S AND WOMEN'S BLACK BELT DIVISION 

K42, S42 and K43, S43 are next to be called following the 9 years & under.  Stay updated on Twitter. 

ADULT WEAPONS DIVISIONS 

W7 will be called to the roster room after K1, S1, K42, S42, K44, S44, K46, and S46 are done competing.   
W8 will be called to the roster room after K2, K43, S43, K45, S45, K47, and S47 are done competing.   

We estimate these divisions will be called after 12:00 p.m. but CANNOT guarantee this.   
They may be called earlier or later.  Stay updated on Twitter @OzawaRoster. 

18-34 MEN'S BLACK BELT KUMITE DIVISION 

S2 will be called after W8 is finished competing.  It will be split into two rings with the top two competitors from 
each ring coming back together to compete for 1st - 4th place.  We estimate S2 will be called after 1:00 p.m. but we 

CANNOT guarantee this.  It may be called earlier or later.  Stay updated on Twitter @OzawaRoster 

WKF DIVISIONS 

WKF divisions will be called after their respective Kata and Kumite divisions are complete and as soon as either Ring 1 

or Ring 2 becomes available. We estimate WKF5 will be called after 1:00 p.m. and the remaining WKF divisions will be 

called after 2:00 p.m. but we CANNOT guarantee this.  They may be called earlier or later. Stay updated on Twitter. 

10 YEARS OLD & OVER KATA AND KUMITE DIVISIONS  

Based on data from previous years, we anticipate kata and kumite divisions will be called as follows:   
10-12 years old: after 11:30 a.m. 
13-14 years old: after 12:30 p.m. 

        15-17 years old: after 2:00 p.m. 
 18+ beginners to brown belts: after 3:30 p.m. 

We CANNOT guarantee this. The divisions may be called earlier or later.  It’s your responsibility to roster when called.

Follow us @OzawaRoster, http://twitter.com/OzawaRoster live calls for staging on Twitter!   


